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HEP experience

- The SuperB computing model for TDR will include many design elements    
  HEP experiments already considered 

- The cooperation with other experiments and/or Grid projects has to be consider
  as the key for R&D works    
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- EGI has the role of coordinating grid
  activities among Nationals Grid Initiatives

- EGI project will last 4 years since 
  May 1st 2010 

- Plans: 
    improve stability, reliability, simplification  
    standardization, virtualization --> cloud

- SuperB will refer to Nationals Grid Iniatives in each country as first speaker 
  (Eg.: IGI will be the Italian Grid Initiative, now INFN Grid)

European Grid Infrastructure
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Multi-thread and MPI enabling in Grid
- Within 2010: new MPI and multi-thread functionality will be deployed
  to the official Grid workload system and available for production usage  

- SuperB is very interested in enabling many core resources exploitation 
  at several levels within parallel paradigm, the Grid one will be fully usable 
  within SuperB life time  
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Grid on demand

Summary slide from Salomoni presentation

- SuperB will face a distributed infrastructure scenario as a merging of 
  Cloud and Grid infrastructures 

- The degrees of freedom given by on demand services escalation should be
  included at all levels into R&D programs  
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Proposal: Grid on demand 

- Evaluating the possibility of defining a set of SuperB Virtual machines 
  per functionality (WNs VM, Storage Server VM, online VM, offline VM, ...)

- On demand philosophy, from Virtual Machine to Virtual Service:
- evaluate the CM design choice of defining SuperB services 
  as included in on-demand virtualized infrastructure 

- Investigate/think about  sharing of resource vs lease of resource

- Evaluating the possibility of defining a set of SuperB Virtual achines 
per functionality (WNs VM, Storage Server VM, online VM, offline, ...)

- On demand philosophy, from Virtual Machine to Virtual Service:
- Evaluate the CM design choice of SuperB services as included in 

        on demand virtualized infrastructure 
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Proposal: parallel Grid

- Evaluating how to adapt the R&D projects regarding parallel paradigm 
  to future distributed infrastructure

  In particular:

- integration of many core cpu in distributed context (GRID)

- investigate about the Integration of "different CPU” (as GPU) and 
    their exploitation in Grid environment

- Evaluating how to adapt the R&D projects regarding parallel paradigm 
  to future distributed infrastructure

- Investigate about the Integration of "different CPU” (as GPU) and 
  their exploitation Grid
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Conclusion

Current Grid Infrastructures (EGI, EMI…) are stable and consolidated 
so we need to verify if they offer all the services we need  

Distributed Computing is non independent from other "computing", 
so R&D is strictly related with other new technologies R&D.

- evaluate the possibility of use/integrate the new persistency techniques
         into distributed environment. 

- integration of new DB technologies into grid infrastructure

- Grid integration with Gfarm, new Distributed FS? new AAI ? ....
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